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Dear Ms. Murphy:
This letter is submitted in response to the request for comment by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the "Commission") in connection with NASDAQ's Notice of Filing of
Proposed Rule Change to Amend Rule 4626-Limitation of Liability, dated July 26, 2012 (the
"Proposed Rule Change"). The proposal seeks a voluntary accommodation program for claims
arising from NASDAQ's technology and trading platform failures on May 18,2012 during the
initial public offering ("IPO") of the security Facebook, Inc. ("Facebook") (NASDAQ: FB).
Our firm represents First New York Securities L.L.C., T3 Trading Group, LLC and
Avatar Securities, LLC, New York based proprietary funding firms who have instituted federal
securities class action proceedings against NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc. and The NASDAQ
Stock Market LLC (collectively, "NASDAQ" or the "Company"), in the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York, captioned First New York Securities L.L.C, et at.,
v. NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc., et aI., Civ. No. 1:12-cv-05630 (RWS) (S.D.N.y').l The action is
premised upon materially false and misleading statements and omissions of material facts
concerning the purported capabilities of NASDAQ's technology and electronic trading platforms
and further alleges that in connection with Facebook's IPO, the defendants' wrongful acts caused
persons trading shares on the IPO to, inter alia: (i) execute open market transactions in
Facebook common shares at erroneous prices; (ii) suffer market delays in trading; (iii) receive
failed executions and confirmations of trades and cancellations as well as duplicate and
erroneously routed trade orders; and (iv) experience similar and related systematic failures of the
NASDAQ trading platform, all resulting in class members sustaining enormous financial losses.
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A copy of our Class Action Complaint as filed with the Court is attached hereto at Tab A.
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Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy
August 22, 2012
Page 2 of2
This litigation is presently in the initial stages of organizational and procedural motions and the
parties have not yet participated in any discovery procedures.
We, in behalf of our clients and the putative class of persons injured as a result of
NASDAQ's misconduct in connection with the lPG, wish to draw attention to certain facts
which we believe must be considered by the Commission as it assesses the Proposed Rule
Change. As reported by NASDAQ in its Form 10-Q for the period ended June 30, 2012, filed on
August 3,2012, NASDAQ has confirmed reports that the Commission is conducting an
investigation into NASDAQ's conduct in connection with the Facebook lPG, with which
NASDAQ is cooperating. The filing further states that the Company expects to incur significant
additional expenses in connection with the investigation, related litigation and more particularly,
"in implementing technical changes and remedial measures which may be necessary or
advisable." See NASDAQ June 30, 2012 Form 10-Q, at p. 56. Other press reports indicate the
potential for a formal SEC enforcement action against NASDAQ as part of the deepening inquiry
as well as demands for the revamping of processes for developing, changing, testing and
implementing the computer code used in initial public offerings and other exchange functions?
In addition to the foregoing regulatory activities, NASDAQ stated soon after the Facebook IPO
that it had hired International Business Machines Corporation to review its technology systems,
and that NASDAQ senior executives were also reviewing the Company's management structures
focusing on operations and technology areas for potential restructuring.
In view of the foregoing investigative activities, particularly the pendency ofthe
investigation by the Commission into these matters and reports soon expected to be issued by
NASDAQ's technology consultants and NASDAQ's own internal investigatory process, we
respectfully urge the Commission to suspend any action to approve the Proposed Rule Change
for a voluntary accommodation policy for claims arising from the Facebook IPO, at least until
the findings of said investigative processes are concluded and publicly reported. It is
respectfully submitted that the Commission cannot properly assess the adequacy or sufficiency
of payments to aggrieved investors, or scope of eligibility, of any accommodation program until
these inquiries are completed.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss our comments with the Commission.
Respectfully Submitted,

Andrew 1. Entwistle, Esq.

~~

VRC:rez
Enclosure

2 See, eg., June 28,2012, SEC Could Seek Nasdaq Upgrading, http://online.wsj .com/article/SBI000142405270
230483070457749511 I 112700328.html?KEYWORDS=sec +could+seek+nasdaq+upgrading
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TAB A

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
FIRST NEW YORK SECURITIES L.L.C. , 1'3
TRADING GROUP, LLC and AVATAR
SECURITIES, LLC,

Civil Action No.1: 12-cv-05630

Plaintiffs,
CLASS ACTION

v.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
NASDAQ OM)( GROUP, INC. and THE NASDAQ
STOCK MARKET LLC,

Defendants.

AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT
FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE FEDERAL SECUIUTIES LAWS
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Plaintiffs First New York Securities L.L.C., T3 Trading Group, LLC and Avatar
Securities, LLC (collectivel y, the "NASDAQ Claimant Group" or " Plaintiffs"), bring this action
on behalf of themsclves and all other persons and entities that purchased and/or sold on the open
market the common stock of Facebook Inc. ("Facebook") on May 18,201 2, the first day of
trading in connection with Facebook's initi al public offering (the " IPQ" or the "Offering") (the
"Class Period"), and who su ffered monetary losses as a result of Defendants' (defined below)
reckless conduct as detailed herein (the " Class" or "Class Members"). During the Class Period,
Plaintiffs, in particular, traded in excess of$300 million in shares o f Facebook's common stock.
Plaintiffs base the allegations set forth herein upon personal knowledge as to themselves
and upon infonnation and belief as to all other matters. Plaintiffs' information and belief is
based on, inler alia, the ongoi ng investigation of their undersigned counsel, Entwistle &
Cappucci LLP. The investigation includes, but is not lim ited to, a continued review of:
•

Public filin gs with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") by
Defendant NASDAQ OMX Group Inc. ("NASDAQ OMX");

•

Press releases and media reports concerning NASDAQ OMX, its U.S. subsidiary.
Defendant The NASDAQ Stock Market LLC ("NASDAQ LLC'l (collectively,
"NASDAQ" or " Defendants"), NASDAQ' s CEO, Robert Greifeld ("Greifeld"),
Faccbook, and related parties;

•

Submissions in other legal aclions involving Defendants, Facebook and related
partics~

•

Media and economic reports regarding the facts and circumstances surrounding
Faccbook' s IPO; and

•

Correspondence with industry experts and institutional investors that utilize the
NASDAQ stock market as a vital part of their respective businesses.

Counsel's investigation into the factua l allegations contained herein is continuing, and
Defendants uniquely possess many of the facts supporting Plaintiffs' allegations and/or such
facts are exclusively within the Defendants' custody and control. Plaintiffs believe that
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substant ial additional evidentiary support will exist for the allegations set forth herein after a
reasonable opportunity for discovery.
I.

INTRODUCTION
1.

This action arises out of Defendants' materially false and mislead ing statements

and omissions of materia l fact concerning the purported capabilities of NASDAQ's technology
and electronic trading platfonns to accurately and reliably execute trade orders. In connection
with Faccbook's IPO, NASDAQ's wrongdoing caused the NASDAQ Claimant Group and other
Class Members to, among other things: (i) execute open market transactions in Facebook
common shares at erroneous prices; (ii) su ffer market delays in trading; (iii) receive failed
executions and confirmations of trades and cancellations as well as duplicate and erroneously
routed trade orders; and (iv) experience similar and related systematic failures of the NASDAQ
trading platfonn, thereby suffering enonnous financial losses.
2.

As further detailed herein, in an effort to capitalize on the largest IPO in the

history of the NASDAQ stock exchange, De fe ndants abandoned andlor recklessly disregarded
proper internal controls and testing procedures which would have otherwise ensured that its
systems could handle the record-setting trading volume in connection with Facebook's IPO.
3.

As is now known, in the weeks leading up to the most anticipated [PO in

NASDAQ's history, Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that NASDAQ's technology and
trading platforms were experiencing significant problems. According to reports, NASDAQ was
conducting volume testing demonstrating internally that its trading platforms were plagued by
technical glitches in the days leading up to, and including, the May 18,2012 IPO. Despite these
known problems, it is now clear that NASDAQ " opted to roll the dice" with the world's largest
IPO by promoting its purported ability and superiority over other exchanges rather than
admitting its systems were not up to the task.

2
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4.

Indeed, on May 10, 2012 - one week be/ore Facebook's lPO - NASDAQ held an

Investor Day conference, during which it made a series of materially false and misleading publ ic

statements concerning its technology and trading platforms. Among other things, NASDAQ
stated that its "business success is built/rom our technology excellence,,1 and that "In/o trading

platform on the planet is faster or more scalable." NASDAQ also stated that its " technology
can help trade and clear any and every financial instrllment 011 the planef' as NASDAQ
purportedly has "unique capabilities Imntalclted by allY exchange in the worltl." Incredibly,
NASDAQ made these statements when it knew andlor recklessly disregarded the fact that its

software systems could not properly handle the Facebook IPO, scheduled just days after the
Investor Day conference.
5.

Although Defendants knew in the weeks leading up to the [PO that NASDAQ 's

systems could not properl y execute trading in Facebook's shares, Defendants fai led to disclose
any infonnation to Class Members about these problems. Further, as detailed below, Defendants
neither updated nor corrected prior mate rial statements regarding NASDAQ's purported superior
technology and the reliabi lity and speed of its electronic trading platforms. Instead, Defendants
chose to remain silent andlor recklessly di sregarded NASDAQ's known technical and computer
related problems that would ultimately cause: (i) the opening of trading in the Facebook [PO to
be de layed by approximately 30 minutes; (i i) approximately 17 seconds of " dead air" just before
the opening; (iii) the bid and ask quotes to become "stuck" fo r over 2 hours with the result that
transactions involving more than 270 million shares hit the tape almost simultaneously at 1:50
p.m.; and (iv) countless order routing errors, including fai lures in transaction execution,
cancellations and related confinnations. As a result of Defendants' material misrepresentations

I

Unless otherwise stated herein, emphasis is added to certain quoted statements.
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and omissions, Class Members were damaged in excess of what at least one source estimates to
be $4 per share in connection with their trading in Facebook's IPQ on the NASDAQ trading
platform, in violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange
Act") , 15 U.S.c. § 78j(b), and SEC Rule IOb-5 promulgated thereunder.
6.

Indeed, in the weeks following Facebook' s IPO debacle, NASDAQ's CEO,

Greifeld, admitted that NASDAQ " was unprepared/or increasing nllmbers 0/cancelell orders

in tl,e hours leading lip to Facebook's deb III," and that NASDAQ' s inadequate testing before
Facebook's IPO "didn 'l accounl/or lite illcreasing volume al wltich cancellatiolls can come

in." Blinded by its commercial desire for enormous profits and to cement its reputation as the
venue of choice for the biggest U.S. technology companies, Greifeld noted that NASDAQ 's

"arrogance" and "overconfidence" contributed to investors' losses in connection with
Facebook' s IPO. In Greifeld ' s own words, "we did II0t have enolleh business jlldgmellt in the

process."
A.

NASDAQ's Pre-Class Per iod Material Statements

7.

As is now apparent, in the months leading up to Faccbook' s May 18. 201 2 IPO,

NASDAQ and the New York Stock Exchange (the "NYSE") engaged in aggressive campaigns
to persuade Faccbook executives to list the hi storic IPQ on their respective exchanges and to
encourage investors to participate in the IPO. NASDAQ's commercial interests in Facebook
were apparent - obtaining Facebook ' s business meant more fees, a boost in trading revenue and
the chance to link NASDAQ' s brand with the historic IPO of the largest social-networking
website in the world.
8.

During NASDAQ ' s campaign to obtain Facebook's IPO, NASDAQ made a series

of statements in its Fonn 1O-K for its fiscal year 20 II , filed with the SEC on February 24, 2012
(the "20 11 Form 10-K"). In it, NASDAQ stated, among other things, that it was a " leader in
4
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global exchange technology" and that it "provides technology to customers with the speed, scale

lind reliability required to meet the specific needs oftheir markets." Moreover, NASDAQ
stated that it "ensure/s} transparent trading and afair and orderly marketfor tire benefit 0/

investors" and that its trading platform "processes trades at slIb-millisecond transaction speeds
with close to 100% system reliability."
9.

Similar to the statements NASDAQ made in its 201 1 Form IO-K, NASDAQ also

made material statements concerning the purported capability, speed and reliability of its
technology and trading platforms in documents related to its first quarter 20 12 financial results
and on its website. For examp le, NASDAQ stated that market trends require it to make
"continued investment in techno logy to meet customers' demands for speed, capacity, and
reliabi lity." NASDAQ also stated that its technology and trading platforms were able to "process
more than I million messages per second at sub-40 microsecond speeds with 99.999% uptime,
our technology drives more than 70 marketplaces in 50 developed and emerging countries into
the future, powering 1 in 10 of the world's securities transactions."
10.

On its website, NASADQ also boasted of its commitment and "passion for

flawless execution and our relentless pursuit to anticipate customer requirements" and that it

"cOlrtinlie/sj to set new stamlards in exchange trading technology." Based upon NASDAQ ' s
purported technological capabilities, it guaranteed market participants that it had a "proven

delivery methodology ellsllr/ingj delivery on-time, on-target and ready-to-Iallllclr ." As further
detailed below, Defendants failed to update and/or correct these and other material statements
when it became apparent that these statements were no longer accurate, complete or true as
revealed by its inadequate trading volume testing for Facebook' s IPO and during the Class
Period, when its systems failed to properly execute trade orders in Facebook common stock.
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B.

NASDAQ's Costly Business Decisions

11.

As part of a concerted effort to solicit Facebook executives to list the company's

stock with NASDAQ, Greifeld and other NASDAQ executives made a variety of costly business
deci sions, the consequences of which were borne out on the day of Facebook's [PO. For
example, NASDAQ drastically shortened the time period that a company was required to be
listed on the exchange prior to qualifying for inclusion in the coveted NASDAQ-l 00 Index.
Instead of adhering to its longstanding rule that there needed to be a two-year waiting or
"seasoning" period prior to any company being eligible for inclusion in the NASDAQ- I 00
Index, NASDAQ reduced the "seasoning" period to only three months as part of its efforts to
attract Facebook.
12.

After it was widely reported on AprilS , 2012 that Facebook chose NASDAQ as

the exchange to list its common stock, news reports detailed that the prospect of inclusion into
the NASDAQ-IOO Index was a deciding factor for Facebook to pick NASDAQ over the NYSE,
as inclusion in thi s Index would like ly create $2 to $3 billion of "systematic demand" for
Facebook stock.
13.

On April 20, 2012 - approximately one month prior to Facebook's IPO debut 

NASDAQ implemented another business strategy that lured Facebook to its exchange.
Specifically, NASDAQ changed its rules to allow investors to place orders for IPO securities
from 7:00 a.m. EST on the first day of trading. Previously, NASDAQ was only able to capture
orders in a brief t 5-minute pre-opening " bookbuilding" phase. By implementing this new
business strategy, NASDAQ significantly increased the number of trade orders in Facebook
stock and, consequently, its own revenues, by maximizing trading volume on the day of the
Offering. However, NASDAQ failed to establish adequate internal controls to ensure that its
systems could properly process the enonnous anticipated trading volume caused by NASDAQ
6
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changing its pre-market IPO trading procedures - despite NASDAQ's assurances that it
" provides technology to customers with the speed, scale, and reliability required to meet the
specific needs of their markets."
14.

In the months leading up to facebook 's Offering, many market participants

predictcd that Facebook's IPO would be "the biggest ever to hit Wall Street," with estimates that
"day one trading in Facebook shares could see as many as 600 milli on of its shares change
hands," according to The Wall Street Journal. Given that many people in the financial
community predicted that Facebook's IPO would set new records in trading volume, NASDAQ
purportedly undertook a series of tests on its systems in the weeks leading up to Facebook's IPO
to ascertain whether its systems could properly execute the trading volume. However,
NASDAQ's tests were wholly inadequate.
15.

As reports issued in the weeks follow ing the Facebook Offering indicated,

NAS DAQ's tests on ly simulated trading volumes of approximately 6 to 53 million shares,
despite anticipated shares of approximately 600 million changing hands on the day of
Facebook's IPO. This amount was substantially lower than the more than 80 million shares that
were traded on the NASDAQ ill thejirst30 seconds oftrading, and less than 10% of the total
vol ume of 567 million shares that were ultimately traded the day of the Offering. Accordingly,
NASDAQ never properly tested its electronic trading systems to ensure that it could handle the
anticipated trading volume in Facebook's Offering. Despite these inadequate tests, Defendants
failed to update andlor correct their prior statements concerning the capability and reliability of
NASDAQ's technology and trading platforms.
16.

Moreover, news reports have indicated that while NASDAQ's testing failed to

account for the anticipated trading volume in connection with Facebook's IPO, it did reveal that

7
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NASDAQ's electronic systems were experiencing significant technical problems and related
computer issues that NASDAQ was unable to fix prior to the Offering. Despite these known
problems, NASDAQ "rolled the dice" and pushed Faeebook's [PO forward on May 18, 2012.
C.

NASDAQ Commences The May 18,2012 Facebook IPO Despite Known
Technical And Computer Related Problems

17.

On May 18, 2012, despite NASDAQ ' s assurances that it maintained "the fastest

trading platform in the world" which allowed for "flawless execution," Defendants completely
mishandled Facebook's IPO and the processing of trades on the open market that day through
their reckless conduct as further detailed herein. While NASDAQ executives were busy
implementing creative business strategies to cash in on NASDAQ's lottery-winning Facebook
ticket, Defendants failed to disclose any of the known technical problems prior to and during the
Class Period. Defendants also failed to correct and/or update statements concerning NASDAQ's
technology and ability to properly execute trades as NASDAQ's technical and computer related
problems severely disrupted open market trading on the day of the Offering.
18.

Consequently, NASDAQ permitted fa lse bid and ask quotes to be disseminated to

the market and failed to process Facebook trades promptly, accurately or efficiently, leading
investors to purchase or sell Facebook shares at incorrect prices. Investors who attempted to
purchase Facebook shares never received timely confirmations from NASDAQ that they had
actually done so. In fact, NASDAQ failed to confirm some trade orders for hours on end, and
failed to cancel other orders despite customer requests to do so.
19.

Initially. due to NASDAQ's technical problems in establishing an opening price

with its lPO Cross system, Defendants delayed the opening of trading in Facebook stock for
nearly thirty minutes. Moreover, traders were experiencing problems entering or changing
quotations in the hours before NASDAQ opened trading. According to post-Class Period
8
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reports, NASDAQ was still attempting to work through orders and cancellations just moments
prior to the opening. Although it was clear at that point that NASDAQ's systems would not be
able to handle the enormous trading volume expected in Facebook's IPO, Defendants
nevertheless decided to officially open trading in Facebook stock at II :30 a.m. EST on May 18,
2012.

20.

After Facebook trading began, matters became much worse. The massive amount

of trading in Facebook stock overwhelmed NASDAQ's trading platform causing a backlog of
unfilled orders. Confinnation orders from NASDAQ, which normally arrive in milliseconds,
were significantly delayed, if they ever arrived at all. Investors and brokers could not tell
whether their orders went through and if they did, at what price. Hours passed before NASDAQ
finally processed some trade orders, leaving investors unable to figure ifand when they should
sell their stock. In addition, NASDAQ was so overwhelmed that it failed to cancel numerous
orders and failed to process sale orders despite timely customer requests to do so.
21.

Incredibly, Defendants failed to disclose to Class Members or the general market

any of these known problems during the Class Period despite having a duty to do so. Due to
Defendants' recklessness, Plaintiffs and other Class Members were substantially damaged. For
example, Class Members who submitted buy orders at a certain price and quantity ended up
getting Facebook stock at a completely different price than was submitted in their purchase
orders. As is now known, the offer and bid quotes on NASDAQ ' s systems were completely
wrong - these "phantom quotes" left Class Members, including the named Plaintiffs herein,
without any infomlation as to how much Facebook stock they purchased or at what price. Other
Class Members never received notice that their orders were in fact executed, creating confusion

9
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among certain Class Members who placed duplicate buy or sell orders that also were not
properly executed, compounding the problem.
22.

Given the substantial damages caused by NASDAQ's misconduct, both the SEC

and the U.S. Senate are presently conducting investigations into NASDAQ's role in mishandling
Facebook's IPO, including inquiries into what NASDAQ personnel knew about the technical
problems prior to commencing trading in Facebook's stock.
23.

On July 21, 2012, weeks after NASDAQ had admitted its fault for the botched

Facebook IPO, The Wall Street Journal reported that NASDAQ will set aside $62 million "to
contain the reputational damage from the Facebook snafu." The article quoted Greifeld. who,
again, admitted that "[w]e failed to meet our own high standards .... We have learned from this
experience and we will continue to improve our trading platfonns." The article also noted that
NASDAQ "hired Intemational Business Machines Corp. (IBM) to review its trading systems and
said Friday the process is continuing."
24.

By this action, Plaintiffs seck recovery for themselves and other Class Members

who suffered damages as a result of Defendants' vio lations of the federal securities laws.

II.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
25.

This action arises under Sections 10(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b),

and SEC Rule IOb-5 promulgated thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.IOb-5.
26.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to

Section 27 of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aa and 28 U.S.C. § 1331.
27.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to the provisions of Section 27 of the

Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aa. During the Class Period, Defendants' principal place of
business was located at One Liberty Plaza, New York, New York 10006, and Defendants
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transact substantial and ongoing business within the District. Additionally, many of the acts and
transactions giving rise to the violations of law complained ofhercin, induding the preparation
and dissemination to thc investing public of false and mi sleading infonnation and material
omissions through the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce, occurred in this
District.

Ill.

PARTIES
A.

Plaintiffs

28.

Plaintiff First New York Securities L.L.C. ("First New York") is a professional

proprietary trading finn that relies on the proper functioning of NASDAQ's technology and
electronic trading platforms as a vital part of its business. First New York purchased Facebook
common stock, as set forth in the certification attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference, on the open market, and was damaged thereby.
29.

PiaintiffT3 Trading Group, LLC ("T3 Trading") is a professional proprietary

trading finn that relies on the proper functioning of NASDAQ's technology and electronic
trading platforms as a vital part of its business. T3 Trading purchased Facebook common stock,
as set forth in the ccrtification attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, on the open
market, and was damaged thereby.
30.

Plaintiff Avatar Securities, LLC ("Avatar") is a professional proprietary trading

firm that relies on the proper functioning of NASDAQ's technology and electronic trading
platforms as a vital part of its business. Avatar purchased Facebook common stock, as set forth
in the certification attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. on the open market, and
was damaged thereby.
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B.

Defendants

31.

Defendant The NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc. is a Delaw.:tre corporation with its

principal place ofbusincss at One Liberty Plaza, New York, New York 10006. NAS DAQ
OMX, togcther with NASDAQ LLC, operates the NAS DAQ Stock Markct. NASDAQ OMX

delivers trading, clearing, exchange technology, regulatory, securities listing, and public
company services worldwide. It offers trading across various asset classes, including cash
equities, derivatives, debt, commodities, structured products, and exchange traded funds, market
data products, financial indexes, capital fonnation solutions, fmancial services, and market
teclmology products and services, as well as clearing, settlement, and depository services.
NASDAQ OMX also provides trade reporting, trade comparison, and risk management services
as well as broker services comprising technology and customized securities administration
solutions to financial participants. In addition, it offers global listing services, technology
solutions for trading, clearing, settlement, and information dissemination, and facility
management integration, surveillance solutions, and advisory services, as well as develops and
licenses NASDAQ OMX branded indexes, associated derivatives, and financial products. As of
December 3 1,201 1, approximately 3,500 securities wcre listed on the NASDAQ. The company
offers approximately 2,600 indexes. NAS DAQ OMX also offers technology solutions to
approximately fifty countr ies. NASDAQ OMX was formerly known as The Nasdaq Stock
Market, Inc. and changed its name in February 2008.
32.

Dcfendant T he NASDAQ Stock Market LLC is a Delaware limited liability

company with its principal place of business at One Liberty Plaza, New York, New York 10006.
NASDAQ LLC is the principal U.S. subsidiary of NASDAQ OMX. NASDAQ LLC, together
with NASDAQ OMX, operates the NASDAQ Stock Market.
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IV.

NASDAQ'S ROLE AS A SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATION

33.

In 1971 . the National Association of Securities Dealers ("NASO") fonned the

first electronic stock market. This market was called the NASDAQ or the ''National Association
of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations." Over the next several decades, NASDAQ added

more automated trading systems and reporting services, growing in size and complexity. In
1994, NASDAQ surpassed the NYSE in yearly share vo lume and in 1999 it became the world's

largest stock market by dollar volume.
34.

In 2000, NASD spun off NASDAQ, creating a publicly traded company, the

NASDAQ Stock Market, Inc. In 2007, the NASDAQ Stock Market, Inc. acquired OMX, wh ich

then controll ed several European stock exchanges. The new company that was created is
Defendant NASDAQ OMX. Defendant NASDAQ OMX is now the world's largest exchange

company, and Defendant NASDAQ LLC is its primary United States subsidiary.
A.

NASDAQ's Delineated Duties As An SRO

35.

Under the Exchange Act, Congress established a system of regulation over the

securities industry which relies on self-regulatory organizations ("S RO") to conduct the day-to
day regulation and administration of the United States' stock markets under the close supervision
of the SEC.

36.

On November 2 1, 1997, the SEC authorized NASD to delegate its SRO functions

to NASDAQ for operating and maintaining the NASDAQ stock market. Thus, NASDAQ is
classified as an SRO withi n the meaning of the Exchange Act, IS U.S.C. § 78c(a)(26), which

vests it with a variety of adjud icatory, regulatory, and prosecutorial functions, including
implementing and effectuating compliance with securities laws as well as promulgating and
enforcing rules governing the conduct of its members. In effect, NASDAQ specifically oversees
and ensures proper regulation of its stock market on behalf of the SEC.
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37.

In this regard, NASDAQ's SRO responsibilities include, among other things,

formulating regulatory policies for the NAS DAQ stock market and enforcing those po licies and
rules, subject to the approval of the NASD and ultimately the SEC. NAS DAQ also has
statutorily delegated responsibilities to prevent fraudulent and manipulative practices, to promote
just and equitable principles of trade. and to protect investors and the public interest.
38.

While NAS DAQ operates in an SRO capacity as described above, it is, at the

same time, a for-profit corporation. Accordingly, NASDAQ engages in a variety of non
governmental activities that serve its commercial business interests, such as its efforts to increase
trading vo lume and trade execution, attract new IPOs, and improve its market share over
competing stock exchanges. Indeed, even though the SEC has delegated regulatory functions to
SROs like NAS DAQ, the SEC has noted that SROs maintain a dual status as both quasi
regulators and for-profit businesses. As a result, the SEC has warned that " [t]his business
pressure can create a strong conflict between the SRO regulatory and market operation
functions." See Concept Release Concern ing ScifRegulation, Release No. 34-50700, (Nov. 18,

2004).
39.

As detailed below, NASDAQ's alleged wrongdoi ng, including its material

misstatements and omissions of material fact concerning the known technical and computer
related pro bl ems during the Class Period, as we ll as NASDAQ's failure to update and/or correct
its pre-Class Period statements that touted its technology and trading platfonn capabilities to
reliably and efficientl y execute trades, was in its capacity as a for-profit business. Accordingly,
NAS DAQ 's wrongdoing falls outside the scope of its delegated SRO functions.
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B.

NASDAQ's For-Profit Business Decisio ns, Material Misstatements And
Omissions Of Material Fact Fall Outside Its SRO Functions

40.

NASDAQ's decision to push the IPO forward (despite the known technical

problems) was outside any delegated quasi-governmental prosecutorial, regu latory, or
disciplinary function. Instead NASDAQ's alleged wrongdoing was a purel y business activity the
purpose of which was to maximize trading volume and company profits, while enhancing its
reputation as the "go to" exchange for the largest U.S. technology companies.
41.

In choosing to make the materially false and misleading statements and omissions

of material fact concerning its technology and trading platfonns as detailed herein, NAS DAQ
was representing no one but itself by advertising and promoting its technology and electronic
marketplace to increase trading on its exchange. By falsely assuring investors, including Class
Members, that the capabilities, speed and reliability of NASDAQ's technology and trading
platfonns were second to none, NASDAQ sought to increase trading volume and related
transactions on its exchange, thereby directly increasing its revenue. NASDAQ' s wrongful
conduct as alleged herein was purely commercial activity and falls outside its SRO functions.
42.

Indeed, Plaintiffs make no claim based upon any failure of NASDAQ to fulfill its

duties as an SRO under the Exchange Act. Instead of protecting the integrity of the NAS DAQ
market, Defendants chose to prioritize its for-profit interests of maximizing trading volume and
avoiding corporate embarrassment by pushing forward Facebook's lPO without disclosing to
Class Members NASDAQ's known technical problems prior to and during the Offering's May
18,2012 debut. These for-profit actions are completely unrelated, separate and apart from any
duties or functions of NASDAQ as an SRO under the Exchange Act.
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V.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
43.

NASDAQ is an American stock exchange. The NASDAQ electronic trading

platfonn provides for the routing and execution of trade orders for its listed securities.

44.

Defendants NASDAQ LLC and NASDAQ OMX operate the NASDAQ stock

exchange. Defendant NASDAQ OMX's website states that the company's trading model is the

"standard for markets worldwide," accounting for " I in 10 of the world's securities
transactions." Defendant NASDAQ OMX's website also stated "[0Jur commitment to
excellence goes beyond our 99.999% uptime record for mission critical operations. It includes
OUf

passion for flawless execution and our relentless pursuit to anticipate customer

requirements." As detail ed herein, Defendants acted recklessly by fai ling to update and/or
correct statements concerni ng the reliability and capability of its tcchnology and electronic
trading platfonn which were proven to be materially fa lse and misleading in connection with
Facehook' s IPO.

A.

NASDAQ Undertakes An Aggressive Campaign To Solicit Faccbook To List
Its Common Stock On The NASDAQ Stock Market

45.

On February 1,2012, after months of media and investor speculation as to when

Facebook would seek to go public, Facebook filed its Fonn S-I Registration Statement with the
SEC in connection with its anticipated public Offering. Facebook's February 1,2012
Registration Statement stated the company's goal to raise $5 billion through the Offering.
46.

By the time that Facebook filed its February 1,20 12 Registration Statement,

NASDAQ and its chief competitor, the NYSE, had both engaged in aggressive campaigns to
solicit Facebook executives to list the company's securities on their respective exchanges. As
detailed in a January 26, 2012 New York Post article titled "NYSE, Nasdaq battle for Facebook
li sting," " [b]oth the NYSE and Nasdaq have been campaigning aggressively for the listing for
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the past year and have delivered pitches to Facebook CFO David Ebersman and others in
Facebook's inner circle in recent months, extolling the virtues of selecting one exchange
platform over another." A January 27, 20 I 2 Business Insider article similarly noted that the
"NYSE and NASDAQ have both been vying to be the exchange platform that Facebook
ultimately lists on ... [tJ he two exchanges have been making pitches to Facebook executives
over the last couple of months to obtain the listing."
47.

On January 27, 20 12, The Wall Street Journal published an article titled "NYSE,

Nasdaq Battle For Big Kahuna Of Stock Li stings: Facebook," which hi ghli ghted the bitter rivalry
between NASDAQ and the NYSE over listings of publicl y traded companies. Specifically, The
Wall Street Journal article stated the follo wing:

Both U.S. stock exchanges have been at war with each other over listings for as
long as anyone can remember. The intensity picked up quite in 2011 amid the
wave of Internet li stings, such as LinkedIn and Groupon .

•

•

•

Both stock exchanges have battled for years to bring in, or poach, listings by
offering promotions and other incentives. Groupon was an especiall y big win for
Nasdaq . Here's what co lleagues Brendan Conway and Jacob Bunge reported
back in October:
Perhaps the courtship of Groupon best illustrates the exchanges'
tug of war: The competition for the listing, initiated last spring,
drew the chief executives of both exchange groups to the daily
deals website's home base of Chicago. NYSE's Duncan
Niederauer and Nasdaq OMX's Bob Greifeld both personally
pitched their markets in June, according to people fami liar with the
matter.
The exchange operators outlined a slew of promotions and co~
branding opportunities with other companies li sted on their
markets. Nasdaq secured victory by agreeing to raise visibility of
Groupon's discount offers across a range of media, including the
72 ~foot billboard on its MarketSite in New York 's Times Square,
according to people familiar with the matter.
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If both exchanges wellt to those lellgths to cOllrt Grollpon, olle call ollly
imagine what they've done to woo Facebook.

48.

Although the specific communications and substance of the meetings NASDAQ

had with Facehook have not yet been publicly disclosed, it is apparent that NASDAQ was doing
all that it cou ld to ultimately land Facebook's stock listing, including touting its technological
capabilities and electronic trading platform. On February 2. 2012, the day after Facebook filed
its initial Registration Statement, the Dow Jones Newswire noted that NASDAQ's CEO,
Greifeld, was still in talks with Facebook over its expected [PO. Greifeld stated that «[wJe
obviously are sol iciting interest from Facebook and we look forward to having the opportunity to
present our complete package."
49.

The winner of the battle between NASDAQ and the NYSE over which exchange

would host Faccbook's stock listing was finally revealed on AprilS , 2012, when The New York
Times reported that Facebook had chosen NASDAQ. The article stated, in relevant part;

The social network will list its shares under the ticker symbol FB on Nasdaq,
according to people with knowledge of the matter, who requested anonymity
because the discussions were private.
It is a significant coup for the exchange, which has been embroiled in a battle with

the New York Stock Exchange for the darlings of Silicon Valley. While big
techno logy companies, like Apple and Google, have traditionally flocked to
Nasdaq, the New York Exchange has aggressively courted the new crop of
Internet companies over the last year, grabbing notable offerings like Linkedln
and Pandora Media.
«It's a high-profile win for their listings business," said Michael Adams, an
analyst Sandler O' Neill.

•

•

•

For Nasdaq, Facebook is not just any listing.
With morc than 800 million users and $3.7 billion in revenue, Facebook has come
to dominate the social media industry. The company is widely expected to go
public next month and is on track to be the largest offering since Google's debut
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in 2004. The tP.D. could value the sprawling social network as high as $ 100
bill ion, people familiar with the matter have said, putting it on par with some of
the world 's largest corporations, like Mc Donald's and Citigroup.
Based Oil a possible offerillg 0/ $5 billion or more, the Facebook listillg will be
tile largest in Nasllaq's lIistory, according to data from S.& P. CapitallQ.
In picking Nasdaq, Facebook had to weigh the differences between the
exchanges. Nasdaq is a fully electronic marketplace, while the New York
Exchange offers a hybrid model, with a floor-based marketplace and an electronic
one. The exchange is widely considered a more global brand, compared with
Nasdaq. But its pricing structure is more expensive than Nasdaq 's.
Several years ago, Nasdaq was the undisputed leader for technology I.P.O.'s. But
its lead has since eroded, amid increasing competition from the exchange, which
has spent considerable energy courting the new class of high-flying Internet
companies.
50.

On that same day, Bloomberg also emphasized how important NASDAQ's win

was for its current and futu re business prospects in securing more lucrative IPO listings 
especially in the technology sector:

Exchange operators NYSE Euronext and Nasdaq OMX (NDAQ) Group Inc.,
rivals for virtually every IPO in America, competed for what may be the biggest
listing by a technology company. Winning the [PO m eans more / ees, a boost in
trading revenue amI tlte chance to link all exchallge's brand with tile largest
social.networkil'g website ill th e world.
" Tllere 's cachet to winning one o/tlle biggest IPOs ever," Tim Hoyle, the
d irector of research at Radnor, Pennsylvania- based Haverford Trust Co., which
manages $6 billion including NYSE Euronext (NYX) shares, said in a phone
interview. " The straiglrt- lip vallie ofthis IPO will make/or a nice gain in
listing/ees, whiclr make lip a meaningful portion o/tlre revenue stream/or
exclranges."

•

•

•

Nasdaq OMX had more at stake because of the perception it gets all the
technology companies, accord ing to Sang Lee, managing partner at Boston-based
Aite Group LLC. Among Internet IPOs since the start of20 11 , Linked In Corp.
and Pandora Media Inc. picked NYSE, whi le Nasdaq won Groupon Inc. and
Zynga Inc.
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"Having that brand name on that li stings side would be huge," Lee said of
Facebook's selection. "IF they 're able to do it correctly, the other social-media
sites and players would certainly be talking to Nasdaq initiall y," he said. " It
wou ld certainly put thcm in a very nice position."
51.

Similarly, an Apri l 6, 2012 Bloomberg article explained the critical business

impact that Facebook will have on NASDAQ's commercial prospects going forward:
People arc asking about what it means for NYSE to lose it, but it was critical for
Nasdaq to win," Richard Repetto, an analyst at Sandler O'Nci ll & Partners LP in
New York, said in a phone interview. "What it does is it keeps the momentum and
likely leads to further tPOs in the future. Whatcver brand Facebook attracts,
whether it's tech or social media, it likely helps Nasdaq 's cause."

•

•

•

While li stings bring in less than a quarter of net revenue and even less of profit for
NYSE Euronext and Nasdaq OMX, the exchanges fight for fPOs because it leads
to more trading and brand value, said Larry Tabb, founder of financial-market
research and advisory firm Tabb Group LLC. Listings accounted for 17 percent of
NYSE Euronext's net revenue last year and 19 percent of Nasdaq OMX 's.
Tabb said March 27 that Facebook's trading may translate into about $500,000 to
$1 million revenue per year, split among the exchanges and other venues. "Ibat
means that NYSE Euronext and Nasdaq OMX could get an additional $260,000
in trading and market data revenue alone.
52.

Based upon these numcrous news reports, NASDAQ, its CEO, and others

aggressive ly pursued Facebook to further NASDAQ's own business interests and to cement the
exchange as the "go to" venue for the biggest U.S. technology companies. In doing so,
NASDAQ touted its trading model as being the "standard for markets worldwide" and "the
fastest trading platfonn in the world," in connection with pitching its technological capabilities
for what would be the largest IPO in the history of NASDAQ. As detai led below, NASDAQ
also chose to make numerous statements in its 20 II Fonn IO-K concerning its superior
technology and how it provided the fastest, most reliable electronic exchange on the market.
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B.

NASDAQ's Material Statements Concerning Its Technology And Electronic
Trading Platforms In Its 2011 Form IO-K

53.

On February 24, 20 12, NASDAQ filed its 2011

FOnTI

10-K with the SEC where it

reported, among other things, that NASDAQ had net income of $387 million, or $2.15 per
diluted share for its full fiscal 20 11 , and total net revenues were $ 1.69 billion for 20 II . At the
time that NASDAQ issued its 20 II

FOnTI

10-K, NASDAQ was engaged in an intense

competitive battle to lure Facebook to list its securities with its exchange instead of the NYSE.
The 2011 Fonn I O-K provided detailed statements concerning the purported reliability and speed
of NASDAQ's technology and abilities to execute trades in an efficient manner.
54.

In its 20 II

FOnTI

I O-K, NASDAQ touted the speed and reliability of its

technology and trading platfonns. Critically, NASDAQ also stated that its trading platfonns are
"highly scalable," capable of handling large trading volumes at more than "ten times the average
dai ly vo lume." Specifically, NASDAQ stated:
Our Genium INET technology platforms, based on proven fNET technology that
we originally acquired in the acquisition of £NET ECN in 2005, provides
technology to customers with the speed, scale alld reliability required to meet
the specijic lIeeds o/their lIIarkets.

•

•

•

Leader ill global exc/,allge technology. We believe we are the leader in global
exchange technology. As the world's first electronic stock market, we pioneered
electronic trading and have continued to innovate over the last 40 years. Our
INET platform processes trades at sub-millisecond transaction speeds with
close to 100% system reliability. III addition, ollr platforms are highly sClIlable
with currellt capacity at ten times the average daily voilime allowing
signijicalllly higher trallsaction volume to be ha"dled at low illcremental cost ..
. . We believe that we will continue to provide leading technology for the world 's
competitive and demanding capital markets, which increasingly require that
exchanges be able to constantly secure the best price for investors and issuers, a
natural strength of our technology and electronic trading platfonns. (emphasis in
original).
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55.

NASDAQ further highlighted the purported strengths of its technology and stated

that NASDAQ continues to " provide leading technology for the world's competitive and
demanding capital markets, which increasingly require that exchanges be able to constantly
secure the best price for investors and issuers, a natural strength of our technology and electronic

trading platfonns."
56.

NAS DAQ also stated in its 2011 Fonn 1O-K its purported commitment to

instilling a fair and orderly trading market for investors, including Class Members. Specifically,
NASDAQ boasted about its "[c]ommitment to regulatory integrity" and stated that it is "always
committed to working with regulators, exchanges and market participants to ensure transparent

tratling and a/air lind orderly marketfor the benefit ofinvestors."
57.

NASDAQ's most profitable business segment for its fiscal 20 II was its Market

Services segment. For 2011,67.4% of NASDAQ 's total revenues were from its Market Services
segment. This segment offers "trading on multiple exchanges and facilities across several asset
classes, including cash equities, derivati ves, debt, commodities, structured products and ETFs."
58.

In boasting about the success of its Market Services segment business in the

United States, NASDAQ stated "[o]ur transaction-based platforms in the U.S. provide market
participants with the abi lity to access, process, display and integrate orders and quotes for cash
equity securities, deri vatives and ETFs. The platforms allow the routing and execution of buy
and sell orders as well as the reporting of transactions for cash equity securities, derivatives and
ETFs, providing fee-based revenues."
59.

NAS DAQ stated that the soundness and reliability of its technology were key

aspects to its business success. Specifically, NASDAQ made the fo llowing statements:

Core Technology. Technology plays a key role in ensuring the growth and
reliability of financi al markets. At NASDAQ OMX, we are committed to
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innovatiOlt throllgh tee/lltology to ensure our position as a driving/orce ill the
exchange industry and to provide the best possible trading experience/or ollr
customers and investors. Investment decisions are made based on customer
needs and general market trends.
We cOlltinuously improve our core technology with a/ocus on reducing latency
and improving capacity and reliability. NASDA Q OMX's " ext generation
technology is capable 0/ handling multi-million messages per secolUl at all
average speed 0/ sllb-100 microseconds, currently olle o/the fastest ofany
exchange or alternative trading system in the world.
The foundation for NASDAQ OMX's core techno logy is INET. The INET
technology is used across NASDAQ OMX's U.S. and European markets. INET
is also the main building block of our Market Technology offering, Genium
£NET. Genium INET combines innovative functi onality with a modular approach
to manage change and create new advantages for existing and new customers, as
well as our own marketplaces.
60.

Finally, in its 2011 Fonn 10-K, NASDAQ provides the investing public,

including Class Members, with its

·~O 12

Outlook" which stated that the success NASDAQ

experienced in 2011 wou ld continue in 2012. With respect to NASDAQ's technology and
trading platfonns, NASDAQ stated:
For the fourth year in a row, more share value traded on The NASDAQ Stock
Market than on any other single cash equities exchange in the world. Ollr
plal/orm continues 10 slalld Ollt as a reliable,flexible, amI high capacity system
delivering !righ levels 0/ execlltion qllality allll speed IInder even extremely
demanding market conditions. ... The standout perfonnance and flexibility of
our technology has enabled us to enter new markets with a low cost and highly
regarded platform offering strong performance to both existing and new clients
and creating additional sales opportunities fo r both our Transactions Services and
Market Data businesses.
61.

NASDAQ made materi al statements to the public, including Class Members,

concerning the capability and reliability of its technology and tradi ng platforms. NASDAQ
made these statements at the same time that it and its executives were campaigning for
Facebook's business. As detai led further below, because NASDAQ chose to make these
statements, it had a duty to update and/or correct these statements once it became apparent that
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these statements were no longer accurate, complete or true. Despite this duty, NASDAQ acted
recklessly by fai ling to update or correct these statements before or during the Class Period, and
its material omissions caused Plaintiffs and other Class Members to suffer substantial damages.

c.

NASDAQ Drastically Shortens The Time Period For Facehook To List Us
Common Stock On The NASDAQ-IOO Index

62.

One day after news reports revealed that NASDAQ won the prized Facebook

business against the NYSE, Bloomberg reported that one of the main reasons why Facebook
chose NASDAQ was because the company had made the business decision to drastically shorten
the necessary time that a company needed to be listed on the NASDAQ prior to qualifying for
inclusion on the coveted NASDAQ-IOO Index. According to NASDAQ's website, the
NASDAQ-IOO Index "includes 100 of the largest domestic and international non-financial
securities listed on The Nasdaq Stock Market based on market capitalization. The Index reflects
compani es across major industry groups including computer hardware and software,
telecommunications, retaiVwholesaIe trade and biotechnology."
63.

An April 6, 2012 Bloomberg article highlighted the value for Facebook's

securities to be listed in the NASDAQ-IOO Index:
Inclusion in the Nasdaq-l 00 Index may have spurred Facebook toward Nasdaq,
Josef Schuster, founder of Chicago-based Ipox Schuster LLC, which has about $2
billion tied to indexes that track IPOs, said in a phone interview. The benchmark
gauge comprises nonfinancial companies including Apple and Ooogle.

Tile Nasdaq-100 lias surged 165 percent since equity markets bottometl in
Marcil 2009, beatiuc tire 107 percent gaill by tire Standard & Poor's 500 Index.
Silouid Facebook get a weighting of -I percent to 5 percellt ill tile Nasdaq-lOO,
tile PowerShares QQQ Trust exclrange-tradedfimd tllat tracks tile measure
"could create $2 billion to $3 billion ofsystematic demand" for tile stock,
Schuster said. The ETF has a market value of $35.9 billion, according to data
compiled by Bloomberg. Other securities tracking the index would need to make
similar purchases.
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'Supportive' of Price
" It would be very supportive for the stock price and may be one of the main

reasons Facebook chose Nasdaq," Schuster said. "They 'd be with Microsoft,
Yahoo and Apple. Beillg included would create demand 110 matter how
expensive or cheap tl,e stock is."
64.

On April 14, 2012 - only 9 days after Facebook chose to li st its stock on the

NASDAQ stock exchange - defendant NASDAQ OMX issued a press release alUlouncing the
change to its longstanding "seasoning" period for companies to be li sted in the NASDAQ-I 00
Index:
In addition, NASDAQ OMX is changing and applying consistently the
"seasoning" period for NASDAQ- I 00 Index" (NDX), NASDAQ Financial-I 00
Index" (IXF) and NASDAQ Biotechnology Index" (NB!) eligibi lity. Cllrretltly,
the NDX alllllXF seasoning criteria require a security to he listed on a
recognized market/or at least two years (NB l requires six months) ....

•

•

•

With the new methodology. a security must have seasoned Oil NASDAQ, NYSE
or NYSE Amex/or at least three/ull months (excluding the first month of initial
listing) based on current month-end data. The illdex eligibility challges will be
implemellted Oil MOllday. April 23. 2012.
65.

There is little doubt that NASDAQ purposefully relaxed its standards to persuade

Facebook to choose its exchange for the Offering. On April 26, 2012, a Bloomberg article titled
"Facebook lndcx Early Entry Said Talking Point With Nasdaq" stated:
Nasdaq OM)( Group Inc. (NDAQ)'s waiting period for entry into one of its best
known stock indexes was a negotiating point with Facebook Inc. (FS) as the
company weighed where to list its shares, according to a person with direct
knowledge of the matter.
The second-biggest U.S. stock exchange operator said on April 13 that it was
shortening the so-called seasoning period before new companies are admitted to
the Nasdaq-I 00 Index to three months from at least one year. facebook
confirmed this week it is listing on Nasdaq Stock Market. The social-networking
website based in Menlo Park, California, filed to raise $5 billion in February.
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Gaining entry to gauges tracked by investors is lIttractive to public companies
because it provides a guaranteed sllareholtler base. Exchange-traded funds and
other products linked to the Nasdaq-IOO managed about $49.4 bill ion at the end of
last year, according to data compiled by Nasdaq.
"The more liquidity support that the stock has, the better, in their view," Perry
Piazza, director of investment strategy at Contango Capital Advisors in San
Francisco, who helps oversee about $3.3 bill ion, said in a telephone interview.
Going into the Nasdaq-JOO "would help the trading volume of Facebook
dramatically," he said.
66.

The April 26, 20 12 Bloomberg article also reiterated why being in the NASDAQ

100 Index was likely a decid ing factor for Facebook in choosing to list its stock with NASDAQ
instead of the NYSE. quoting a market participant who stated that if Facebook was included in
the Index, its common stock would have "to be bought, whether its high or low, cheap or
expensive, so it's strategically important."
67.

Given its fierce competition with the NYSE and real risk of losing the most

covetcd IPQ in years, NASDAQ madc a for-profit business decision to modify its qualification
requirements, thereby making it substantially easier for Facebook to be included in the
NASDAQ- I 00 Index.

D.

NASDAQ Changes Its IPQ Procedures To Maximize Trading Volume In
Connection With Facebook's Offering

68.

In anticipation of the largest IPO in NASDAQ's history, the exchange also sought

to maximize its profits on its huge Facebook payday by changing its longstand ing IPO
procedures. Specifically, NASDAQ allowed orders for IPQ securities to be placed from 7:00
a.m. EST on the first day of trading. In the past, NASDAQ was only able to capture orders in a
IS-minute pre-opening " bookbui lding" phase.
69.

By maki ng this change, NAS DAQ was able to significantly increase its revenues

on Facebook's Offering and enhance its commercial profile as the venue of choice for companies
seeking to go public in the IP O process. However, this business decision was ultimately one of
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the factors that led to significant disruptions in Facebook' s (PO trading during the Class Period,
as NAS DAQ's computer systems proved to be incapable of process ing the enormous trading
volume that resulted in part from the longer pre-market order window. As detailed in a June 16,

20 12 Economic Times article:
Nasdaq was still testing for tlte consequences of a significant challge to ils JPO
procedures the evening before Facebook's troubled debut.
The change, which made compelling commercial sense for Nasdaq and was
introduced just weeks ahead of Facebook's May 18 IPO, allowed the exchange to
capture orders for IPO securities from 07:00 EST on the first day of trading. The
previous system only allowed Nasdaq to capture orders in a IS-minute pre
opening bookbui lding phase.
Approval for the change had to be given by the US Securities and Exchange
Commission. (n its March submission asking for approval, Nasdaq said the
change would result "in a greater nwnber of orders being entered prior to the
commencement of trading a higher level of order interaction at the open" and
increase Nasdaq's "attracti veness as a venue for trading IPO securities."

The higher the number oforders (and cancellatiolls or changes to those
orders), the more income is generatedfor Nasdaq. The change was illlrodllced
011 April 20. Thefnet that the exira time allowed tlte exchange 10 gather a
greater number oforders which were Ihenfed into the 15-minute book build is
significant because Nasdaq acknowledges that the volume oftrades taking place
durillg that period exposed a software glitch Ihat caused JPO trading to descend
i"to chaos.
The exchange was still testingfor the consequences ofthis change onlhe eve of
the Facebook [PO, invitillg its members to participate ill trade simulations on
May 16 and 17 rlln specifically to "support the system's recent e"hmrceme/rt."

•

•

•

The exchange struggled to open Facebook from 11 :05 EST until a decision was
taken at 11 :30 to switch to a secondary matching engine .... Orders entered by
traders during this time or modifications to orders entered prior to II :05 were
excluded from the opening trade.

TIre resultillg backlog in trade cOlrjirmatiolls was IIOt clean!(1 ""tiI/I:50 p.m.}
by which time tire losses to member firms !rad moved towards humlreds of
millions ofdollars.
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70.

While NASDAQ allegedly conducted tests of its systems prior to the Facebook

IPO, these tests were grossly inadequate given the antic ipated volume of trades in Facebook's
stock - especially in light of the overwhelming number of orders that were going to be placed for
Facebook stock prior to the official opening of trading. As The Wall Street Journal reported on
May 12,2012, Facebook's IPO was " expected to be the biggest ever 10 /tit Wall Street." Market
participants widely believed that the trading vo lume in Facebook's lPO would be record-setting,
with estimates that "day-one trading ill Facebook shares could see any many as 600 million of
ils shares change hUIlfIs."

7 1.

Given the enormous trading volume in Facebook's IPO that was expected to

shatter all previous records, NASDAQ provided wholly inadequate stress testing of its system
prior to the Offering. On June 11 ,20 12, The Wall Street Journal reported that NASDAQ
conducted a series of tests prior to Faccbook's May 18,2012 [PO which simulated opening
trading at volumes of between 6 to 53 million shares. However, as noted above, trading in
Faccbook's IPO was expected to - and did - vastly exceed the number of shares NAS DAQ
simulated in its tests. According to a May 18, 20 12 CNN report, " [m]ore than 80 million shares
changed hands in the first 30 seconds of trading. By the end of the day, vo lume had spiked to
around 567 million shares. That easily set a new vo lume record for LPOs, smashi ng the previous
record that automaker General Motors set in 20 10 with trad ing of around 450 million shares."
72.

Not only did NAS DAQ fai l to conduct reasonable trading volume tests on its

systems prior to Facebook's IPO, but it also fai led to account for the thousands of pre-market
purchase orders placed before trading commenced on May 18,2012. As detai led below,
NASDAQ's electronic systems did not have the capabi lity to properly process the volume of
purchase and cancellation orders submitted to the exchange. Despite Defendants' knowledge
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that the trad ing systems were susceptible to failure, NASDAQ continued to make material
statements about its technological capabili ties and trading platfonns and pushed forward
Facebook's IPO so that it could line its own coffers with the sizeable fees generated by
Facebook's Offering and avoid the embarrassment of delaying the most highly anticipated IPO
in NASDAQ's history.

E.

NASDAQ's Material Statements Concerning Its Technology And Electronic
T rading Platforms In Documents Related T o Its First Quarter 2012
Financial Res ults

73.

In the weeks leading up to Facebook's [PO, NASDAQ continued to issue a series

of material statements in documents relating to its First Quarter 2012 fi nancial results that agai n
touted its technology and trading platform capabi lities. These statements were made after the
public learned that Facehook chose NASDAQ as the exchange to list its securities and to launch
its IPO. These statements were also made at a time when NASDAQ knew that it had not fixed
the technical glitches in its systems and had inadequately tested its trading platforms to ensure
that it could properly handle the capacity of trad ing volume in Facebook's IPO.
74.

On April 25, 2012, NASDAQ filed a Fonn 8-K attaching a press release which

announced its fi rst quarter 20 12 financial results (the "April 25, 20 12 Press Release"). The April
25,20 12 Press Release reported first quarter net exchange revenues of$41 1 mill ion, up 1% on a
constant currency basis compared to the prior year quarter, and dilUled EPS of$0.48. NASDAQ
also disclosed that it was declaring an initial quarterly dividend of $0.13 per share. Greifeld
commented that NASDAQ's fi rst quarter of fiscal 20 12 was "our fourth best quarterl y result
ever."
75.

The April 25, 20 12 Press Release also contained statements that touted

NASDAQ's techno logical capability. Specifically, the April 25, 2012 Press stated that
NASDAQ's tecimology and trading platforms were ab le to "process more than 1 million
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messages per second at sub-40 microsecond speeds with 99.999% uptime, our technology drives
more than 70 marketplaces in 50 developed and emerging countries into the future, powering I
in 10 of the world's sccurities transactions."
76.

That same day, NASDAQ held an earnings conference call (the "April 25, 2012

Earnings Conference Call") to discuss its first quarter 20 12 financial results with certain
financial analysts. During the call, NAS DAQ's CEO, Greifeld, stated that the exchange was
"delighted to welcome Facebook to our family of listed companies" and noted that "over 73% of
U.S.-listed technology companies have chosen to list with NASDAQ." During the Q&A session,
an analyst asked Greifeld whether the recent technical problems at BATS Global Markets, Inc.
was unique to that exchange or "is that something that could potentially happen to NASDAQ?"
In response, Greifeld stated, in relevant part:
We are technology~based businesses, we have to engineer our technologies as best
as we can, but certainly, we're sympathetic to what BATS when through. We
recognize that thc business is hard and we certainly have excelled at it. We have
a wonderful team and certainly, our experience over the last nine years shows you
how good that team is. Bllt we're not over confident, we recognize thal- we've
got [to1 engineer alld be very capital about how you release product ill the
marketplace.
77.

As is now known, the above-referenced statements in the April 25, 2012 Earnings

Conference Call were completely at odds with statements made by NASDAQ's CEO only two
months later. As admitted by Greifeld on June 25, 2012, "arrogance" and "overconfidence"
among NASDAQ and its personnel led to NASDAQ being unprcpared for the enonnous trading
volume in Facebook's Offering.
78.

On May 8, 2012 - ten days prior to Facebook's IPO - NASDAQ filed its Fonn

IO-Q with the SEC (the "First Quarter 2012 Fonn IO-Q"). Among other things, the First Quarter
2012 Fonn 10-Q stated that certain factors contributed to NASDAQ's financial perfonnance fo r
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the first quarter 2012, including its investment in its technology. Specifically, the First Quarter
2012 Fonn 10-Q stated that certain market trends required the "continued investment in
technology to meet customers' demands for speed, capacity, and reliability as markets adapt to a
global financial industry, as increasing numbers of new companies are created, and as emergi ng
countries show ongoing interest in developing their financial markets."
79.

NASDAQ chose to make material statements to the public. including Class

Members, concerning the capability and reliability of its technology and trading platforms.
NASDAQ made the above-referenced statements at the same time that it and its executives: (i)
knew or recklessly disregarded that the trading volume tests on its systems (which only tested a
fraction of the volume that would end up trading during the Class Period) were grossly
inadequate given the anticipated record-setting volume in Facebook's Offering; and (ii)
NASDAQ's electronic systems were experiencing unresolved technical problems and related
computer issues. As detailed further below, because NASDAQ chose to make these statements,
it had a duty to update andlor correct these statements when it was apparent that these statements
were no longer accurate, complete or true. Despite this duty, NAS DAQ acted recklessly by
failing to update or correct these statements before or during the Class Period, and its material
omissions caused Plaintiffs and other Class Members to suffer substantial damages.

F.

NASDAQ's Material Statements Concerning Its Technology And Electronic
Trading Platforms On Its Website

80.

As demonstrated above, during the approximately three months prior to the Class

Period, NASDAQ did not hesitate to tout its purported cutting-edge technology and trading
platform capabilities that were supposed to reliably function at microsecond speeds in executing
trades and related information. NASDAQ also made similar material statements on its website,
which were published to the market on a daily basis. For example, Defendant NASDAQ OMX's
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website states that the company's trading model is the "standard for markets worldwide,"
accounting for "I in IO of the world's securities transactions." Defendant NASDAQ OMX's
website also touts "[o]ur commitment to excellence goes beyond our 99.999% uptime record for
mission critical operations. It includes our passion for flawless execution and our relentless
pursuit to anticipate customer requirements."
In detailing its techno logy market so lutions, Defendant NASDAQ OMX's

81.

website states the following:
NASDAQ OMX comprehensive trading solutions support cverything from
traditional equities and fixed income instruments to more complex derivatives in
one integrated system, and can simultaneously handle several asset classes, such
as currencies, different fixed income instruments and commodities.
Our pre-trade risk management service offers marketplaces proven, integrated risk
controL Existing Geni um [NET trading and X-stream customers can add the pre
trade risk management function without changing protocols for market access.
We pioneered the world 's first integrated derivatives trading and clearing system
and continue to set new standards in exchange trading technology. Examples of
features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-40 microsecond latcncy
Capacity greater than onc mi llion quotes per second
Seamless integration to clearing
Multi-asset class trading on a single platform
Robust functionality

Ollr prove" (Ielivery methodology ensures delivery oil-time, oil-target and ready
to-lawIch .
82.
;

f.

NASDAQ chose to make material statements to the public, including Class

Members, concerni ng the capability and reliability of its technology and trading platforms.
NASDAQ made the above-referenced statements at the same time that it and its executives: (i)
were campaigning fo r Facebook's business; (ii) knew or reckless ly disregardcd that the trading
volume tests on its systems (which only tested a fraction of the volume that would end up trading
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during the Class Period) were grossly inadequate given the anticipated record-setting volume in
Facebook's Offering; and (iii) NASDAQ' s electroni c systems were experiencing unresolved
technical problems and related computer issues. As detailed further below, because NASDAQ
chose to make these statements, it had a duty to update and/or correct these statements once it
became apparent that these statements were no longer accurate, complete or true. Despite thi s
duty, NASDAQ acted recklessly by fai ling to update or correct these statements before and
during the Class Period, and its material omissions caused Plaintiffs and other Class Members to
sutTer substantial damages.

G.

NASDAQ's Materially False And Misleading Statements Concerning Its
Technology And Electronic Trading Platforms During Its May 10, 2012
Investor Day Conference

83.

On May 10,20 12 - one week prior to Facebook's [PO - NASDAQ held an

Investor Day conference where it made a series of materially false and misleading statements and
omissions of material fact concerning the purported superiority and capability of its technology
and trading platfonns. As detailed below, these statements were made at a time when NASDAQ
knew andlor recklessly disregarded that its systems had significant technical prob lems that
would, and did , severely di srupt proper trade execution in Facebook's [PO. Indeed, news reports
issued after Faccbook's botched fP O detailed NASDAQ' s knowledge of the technical problems
it was experiencing in the days leading up to the Offering.
84.

For example, The New York Post reported on May 25, 2012 that :

Nasdtlq ChiefExecutive Greifeld pressed altead witll Faeebook's initial public
offering despite signs tlltlt tlte lIew software Nasdtlq was using to launch tire
muc/r.llyped stock stile still had bllgs, market veterans said.
Wall Street insiders said it appears Nasdaq used untested software to launch the
botched {PO and had been walking the platfonn through its paces in an
'unprecedented' number of simul ations in the days leading up to Facebook's May
18 debut.
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•

•

•

"It's not unusual to test out a new system, hut it's unusual to tcst it as many times
as they did that week," onc source told the Post.

•

•

•

/S/ollrces said that there may have been signs that the system wasil '/ glitch-free
eve" at tl,e 11th Itollr and that Nasdaq opted to roll lite dice.
85.

Despite the known problems with NASDAQ's technology and trading platfonns,

NASDAQ made the following material mi sstatements, among others, at the Investor Day
conference, only days before Facebook's IPO:
•

OUf business success is built from our technology excellence;

•

No trading platform on the planet is/aster or more scalable;

•

OUf technology can help trade and clear allY and every jimmcial instrument
Ihe planet;

Oil

86.

•

We have unique capabilities unmatched by any exchange in the worM;

•

Our global platfonn can handle more tllan 1 M messages/second at sllb-40
microsecoml speeds;

•

99. 999 % IIptime record for mi ssion critical operations;

•

[NAS DAQ] deli vers innovative products and services that provide
transparency to institutional, retail and individutll investors; and

•

Intense operational focus on efficiency alld competitiveness.

These statements, and others, were graphically presented on Power Point slides

that NASDAQ publicly filed with the SEC which were disseminated in connection with its
Investor Day conference. A selection of these sli des is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
87.

Similarly, NASDAQ 's Chief Information Officer at NASDAQ OMX, Anna M.

Ewing, stated the following to investors at NASDAQ's Investor Day Conference:
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We really believe that technology is the beating heart at NASDAQ OMX ... that
Ollr business sllccess is really blliltfrom ollr tecilllology excellence . ... And if
you think of our trading platfonn, and we 're well known/or our technology, 110
trading platform in the worM can operate/aster or at the scale that we operate.
And to put it in perspective, we can operate - we can process, and we do Oil peak
days, more than 1 million messages per second at speeds ofsllb-40
microseconds. And to put in perspective,/or those ofyo II who call remember
what (I microsecond is, it's 0.000001 second, just to give you some cOlltext. And
you know our technology call trade alld clear really allY illstrument on the
planet. And in fact, we power one in ten securities transactions around the world
through our own markets and through our market technology customers.
We are the world's largest technology exchange provider, with over 22 years of
experience, and that is through our market technology business that we acquired
through OMX. We have unique capability that is ullmatched by any other
exchange ill the world. And it's really not jllst about the technology itself. As
Bob said, it's about ollr ability to execute. ...

•

•

•

We process billions of transactions in a day at sub-microsecond speeds to millions
of customers. And as much as that's table stakes, that's hard work just to make
sllre you have that reliability aflll capability. And we're proud of not just our
excellence but how we set the standard around the world as for as that
excellence.
88.

NASDAQ's above-referenced statements were materially false and misleading

and omitted material facts because NASDAQ failed to disclose at the time these statements were
made that: (i) NASDAQ was experiencing signifi cant problems with its teclmology and trading
platforms that severely limited their capability, speed and reliability to properly execute trades,
including the enonnous trading volume expected days later in the Facebook's IPO; and (ii) the
problems with NASDAQ ' s teclmology and trading platfonns were not fixed prior to Facebook's
[PO, thereby making NASDAQ's systems unreliable and incapable of handling the trading
volume in the Offering. NASDAQ failed to communicate these known problems to the market
place resulting in a complete lack of transparency to institutional, retail and individual investors
concerning their trades in Facebook's IPO.
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89.

Given these materially false and mis leading statements and omissions of material

fact, Class Members believed and relied upon the purported capab il ities of NASDAQ's
technology and trading platforms to execute trades in Facebook's IPO during the Class Period.
As detailed below, however, due to NASDAQ's material misstatements and omissions, Class
Members executed trades in Facebook' s common stock on the day of the Offering without any
knowledge of the technical problems NASDAQ was experiencing.

VI.

CLASS PERIOD EVENTS AND DEFE NDANTS' OMISSIONS O F MAT ERIAL
FACT
90.

As detailed herein, prior to the May 18,20 12 IPO, NASDAQ, Griefeld, and

others were aware that NASDAQ was experiencing significant technical and computer-related
problems with its trading platforms that would cause problems in trade execution in Facebook' s
IPO. Despite these known problems, NASDAQ chose to push the Offering forward without
disclosing to Class Members the known technical problems that would affect trade executions in
Facebook's common stock. NAS DAQ a lso made materiall y fa lse and misleadi ng statements and
omission of fact, including fai ling to update and/or correct statements, concerning its purported
technological capabi lities and trading platform reliability.
91.

As The Wall Street Journal reported, hours before the official opening of trading

in Facebook' s shares was set to begin, NASDAQ was experiencing "queue problems [that] left
traders unable to change or cancel premarket orders placed as early as 7:30 a.m." Unfortunately,
these premarket technical problems were only the beginning of the long list of computer related
malfunctions NASDAQ was going to have that day.
92.

The Facebook IPQ was initiall y set to open at 11:00 a.m. Eastern Standard Time

on May 18,20 12 on the NASDAQ stock exchange under the ticker sym bo' " FB." The opening
was delayed, however, due to malfWlctions in NASDAQ's computer systems. Specifically, at
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10:58 a.m. NASDAQ issued a notice stating that trading would be delayed until II :05 a.m.
Notwithstanding this notice, Facebook shares did not start trading at this time. Over twenty
minutes later, at II :28 a.m., NASDAQ announced that trading in Facebook shares would begin
at II :30 a.m. Although numerous news outlets reported after the May 18,201 2 IPO that this
delay was caused by technical problems that prevented NASDAQ from properly processing
purchase and cancellation orders, NASDAQ never provided any infonnation during the Class
Period about these problems.
93.

NASDAQ's technology and trading platform problems were the result of its

known malfunctions regarding the software design of its programs for properly processing trade
orders, including in NAS DAQ ' s IPO cross capacity. According to The Wall Street Journal.
Greifeld described the problem with the IPO opening cross as "a design flaw in the systems" that
"doomed" the "routine but essential chore of lining up trades."

94.

Under ordinary circumstances, trades submitted by investors are executed and

confinned immediately. Trades placed by investors seeking to purchase Facebook shares on
May 18, however, took hours to execute. As a result, Class Members attempting to purchase
Facebook shares could not con finn if their trades had, in fact, been executed and. if so, at what
pnce.
95.

These problems were not limited to retail investors; professional traders,

brokerage firms, and other institutional investors also experienced the same problems due to
NASDAQ's known technical and computer related problems. In short, legions of investors
seeking to purchase Facebook stock had no idea if they had success full y done so, and other
investors seeking to cancel trades not yet executed had no idea if they had successfully done so.
A May 18,2012 Wail Street Journal article further detailed these problems:
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Professional traders who placed big orders on behalf of hedge funds, mutual
funds, and other institutions waited more than two hours after Facebook shares
started trading at 11 :30 a.m. to hear whether the orders would be honored or
canceled. These traders said the uncertainty caused some big investors to bailout
of Facehook stock, because they didn't know fo r sure what they had bought or
sold, or at what price.
Meanwhile, small-time buyers ... who placed orders through online brokerages
like Fideli ty and Scottrade ruso fretted for hours whether their trades or
cancellations went through.
96.

in some instances, although Class Members timely placed cancell ations of prior

purchase orders, those cance ll ations were never processed. One such example was recounted in
a May 21, 2012 article in The Wall Street Journal:
George Brady, a 66-year-old recruiter in North Carolina, bought 1,000 shares of
Facebook a few minutes after it opcned for trading Friday. He said by Monday
morning, he sold his holding, taking a $2,770 loss.
Mr. Brady said he tried not to purchase the shares in the first place, but was
unable to withdraw his order on his Charles Schwab account, calling the situation
"ridiculous." Technical problems on the Nasdaq Stock Market prevented some
invcstors from confinning their trades or trade cancellations.
97.

Public reports indicated that these problems were the fau lt of NASDAQ. For

example, a May 2 1, 2012 Reuters article stated:
The Nasdaq Stock Market, where Facebook is listed, had problems scnding
electronic messages back to the brokerages that hand led orders from individual, or
"retail," investors, according to people with knowledge of the situation.
Because the electronic acknowledgments didn ' t come back from the exchange the
brokers were unable to te ll thei r clients that trades had been executed. Such
acknowledgments usually occur almost instantaneously. The delay meant that, in
one of the most anticipated stock offerings ever, frustrated brokers and investors
didn' t know if orders had actuall y gone through.

98.

Indeed, NASDAQ has acknowledged it was at fault. Specifically, as Reuters

reported on May 21, 20 12, "Nasdaq Chie f Executive Robert Greifeld said in a conference call
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with reporters on Sunday that there had been a malfunction in the trading system's design for
processi ng order cancellations."
99.

On May 25, 20 12, Reuters published an articl e providing minute·by·minute detail

of Facebook's [PO fiasco. The article explained the confusion and inability to timely process
orders that occurred in the IPO. The article stated, in relevant part:
Nasdaq CEO Bob Greife ld pumped his fist at the symbolic opening bell ceremony
at Facebook's headquarters in Menlo Park, California next to Facebook CEO
Mark Zuckerberg an hour-and·a-hal f before the company's stock was due to start
tradi ng. There were no outward signs then of the problems that were about to
un fold back on Wall Street.
At 10:58 a.m., Nasdaq issued a notice that the Facebook openi ng would be
delayed until II :05 a.m. IPO delays of that nature are not unusual, especially
with a massive launch like Facebook.
But then the revised start time passed without an opening trade on the stock.
Minutes passed as traders waited. Nasdaq's next communication came at II :13
a.m., when it noted in a terse emailed message to people who subscribe to the
exchange'S alerts that Nasdaq is "experiencing a delay in delivering the opening
print in Facebook," with no other details.

Meanwhile, market-makers were receiving messages about tlteir orders tltat
later proved to be iltaccurate. Tltey say they were told during tI,e period
between J1 :05 and 11 :30 a.m., when tire stock finally opened. that orders were
still being taken/or tlte opening price.
" Nasdaq representatives were stating right up until I J:29 that they were still
accepting orders ill Facebook/or the open," said Turner of Instinet.
But that wasn' t the case. Later, Turner said he was told that orders submitted up
to 25 minutes before the opening were either canceled or not submitted into the
marketplace until about I :50 p.m. - more than two hours later. Other market
makers received similar messages.

Beltimllhe scenes, tlte massive order volume was overwhelming Nasllaq's
systems.
Orders that were supposed to be processed in 3 milliseconds were taking 5
milliseconds, said one person fami liar wi th exchange operations. This proved to
be a major problem: In the extra two milliseconds new orders flooded in,
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thwarting the system's ability to establish an opening price for the stock and
leading to a backup in unprocessed orders .

•

•

•

Finally, the decision was made to put through a fix to the systems problem and get
the stock trading. That move to a secondary matching engine used the order book
as it appeared at II: 11 a.m. - but this meant new orders and changes in orders that
came in later did not show up in the opening price. A matching engine is a
computer that pairs bids and offers to complete trades.
Eric Noll, Nasdaq's head of transaction services, said in a statement earlier this
week that the fix instead led to 2-1/2 hours of uncertainty during which brokers
were unable to see the resul ts of their trades.
100.

Although NASDAQ knew it was experiencing significant technical problems

causing delays and inaccuracies in processing trades, NASDAQ nevertheless made the decision
to push Facebook's IPQ forward and failed to disclose to Class Members any infonnation
concerning its known problems. This decision, motivated by significant financi al and
reputational concerns, caused investors to "fly blind" as they had no idea what, ifany, Facebook
stock they bought and/or cancelled, nor at what prices these transactions took place. The May

25,2012, Reuters article further details these problems:
The stock opened at II :30:09 a.m. at $42.05 a share. An investor looking at a quote
screen might have thought the trouble had ended there. In reality, the problems were
about to worsen.
After initially heading to a high of$45, the stock soon began to plunge towards its
issue price at $38. Lead underwriter Morgan Stanley stepped in to defend the
stock while some others - unsure whether their orders had been processed or not 
backed away from trading or decided to sel l.
If confidence is undermined at the open, people "pull back because their orders
are essentially going into a black hole," said former Nasdaq Vice Chairman David
Weild.
Clients were telling their brokers they had not recei ved confinnation of orders
which normally come through in seconds.
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"Multiple markel makers cal/etl Nasdaq amI asked litem to halt the slock and
said, lyou have a problem altd iI's gelting worse,' ami their response was, 'The
slock ;s tradillg normally, '" said all executive al olle market-maker.

•

•

•

For market-makers, the chaos was particularly problematic because they didn' t
know what they and their clients owned, and at what price.

"Sh ould I be selling stock, should J be buyillg? And what's my price po;nt?"
said another official at a market-makingfirm. 'l Youjust don't kIlOW, so YO Il
were ;n effectflyillg blind until 2 0 'clock. "
101.

Class Members, including the named Plaintiffs herein, had no idea that the quotes

fo r bids and otTers li sted on NASDAQ's system were completely wrong. If the NASDAQ's
system performed properly, Class Members would have submitted their trade o rders for
Facebook common stock at a specific price and quantity quoted by NASDAQ and then, within
seconds, received an order confirmation from NASDAQ confirming what Class Members had
purchased and/or sold . Indeed, under nonnal circumstances, Class Members who traded on the
NASDAQ stock exchange would get the National Best Bid/Offer ("NBBO") quote published for
Facebook stock. The NBBO represents the best price available on any market at the time that an
order is placed, and customers expect to receive the NBBO when they place a buy or sell order in
a security. NASDAQ represents to all investors that they will receive the NBBO on their orders.
102.

During the Class Period however. NASDAQ fa iled to publ ish the NBBO for

Facebook stock, disrupting trade orders and preventing C lass Members fro m receiving accurate
infonnation about the market for Facehook shares. In fact, Class Members submitted orders and
never received confirmations in a timely manner, if they received confirmations at all. Certain
Class Members that did rece ive late confi rmations found out that they purchased and/or sold
Facebook common stock at completely different prices than were submitted in their orders.
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103.

NASDAQ disregard these known problerns, including the inaccurate quotes fo r

bids and offers on its systern, and rnade the decision to put its own cornmercia l interests ahead of
its duty to properly execute trades. Defendants also fa iled to disclose any infonnation prior to
and during the Class Period concerning NAS DAQ 's known technical and computer related
problems that prevented Class Members frorn knowing their trading positions in Facebook's
common stock. Similarly, Defendants failed to update andlor correct statements concerning the
capabi lity and reliability of NASDAQ's technology and trading platforms once they knew that
NAS DAQ was experiencing severe technical problems with properly executing Facebook trades.
As reported in a June 6, 20 12 New York Times article, it was only after NASDAQ caused Class
Members to suffer massive losses that NAS DAQ's CEO, Greifeld, "admitted that the ordeal left
his company 'humbly embarrassed.'"

VII.

POST-CLASS PERIOD REVELATIONS
104.

Given NASDAQ's admitted wrongdoing, including making material false and

mi sleading statements and omissions of material fact concerning the purported re liability and
capabi lity of its trading platforms and technology. on June 11,2012, The Wall Sireet Journal
reported that Greifeld had pledged more than $40 million "to compensate investors for losses on
the bungled IPO." The articl e also stated:
The technical answers are unlike ly to moll ify big-time traders and mom-and-pop
investors who say the troubled IPO weakened their confidence in the 41-year-old
Nasdaq or even the stock market itself. Investors and financial firms are claim ing
losses of some $500 million on Facebook shares they say they didn't want,
couldn' t sell when the price began sliding or agreed to take back from angry
customers. The figure was dri ven higher Friday with word that UBS AG US was
blaming the confusion fo r up to $350 million of losses .

•

•

•

Mr. Greifeld says a design fl aw in the systems used successfully in over 400 IPOs
somehow doomed the routine but essential chore of lining up trades to set the
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opening price for Faccbook shares. Then a surge of order cancellations jammed
the system, causing delays in the start of trading.
Nasdaq says its computers were overwhelmed in part because the IPO process let
investors submit orders until Facebook opened, rather than briefly halting the flow
during the lineup. "We over-engineered it," Mr. Greifeld says .

•

•

•

Looking back, some longtime traders say chaos was so widespread they are even
skeptical about the accuracy of the $42 price where Facebook opened for trading.
"Mathematically, it's impossible," Jose Marques, who oversees electronic stock
trading at Deutsche Bank AG, told colleagues, according to people familiar with
the matter. Sell orders were piled high at Nasdaq but stuck in a logjam, traders
there and elsewhere say. propping up Facebook at an artificially high price.
105.

On July 21 , 20 12, weeks after NASDAQ had admitted its fault for the botched

Facebook IPO, The Wall Street Journal reported that NASDAQ will increase compensation to
investors who lost money due to its misconduct by now setting aside $62 million. The article
noted that NASDAQ will use this money, in part, "to contain the rcputational damage from the
Facebook snafu. " The article quoted Greifeld who admitted that " [w] e failed to meet our own
high standards .... We have learned from this experience and we will continue to improve our
trading platforms." The artiele also noted that NASDAQ "hired International Business Machines
Corp. (IBM) to review its trading systems ...."
106.

The June 11,2012 Wall Street Journal also noted that the SEC is undertaking an

investigation into the technical malfunctions at NASDAQ and seeks to determine when and what
people knew about these problems:
The SEC is scrutinizing the glitches as part of an inquiry that includes
determining whether financial forecasts and other data Facebook gave to bankers
were properly reflected in what bankers told their clients ahead of the $16 billion
stock sale, according to people familiar with the matter.

Asfor the trading stlarls, these people say, SEC officials want to know whether
anyone at Nasdaq withheld any information about computer-system problems
tl,a! might/lave led officials ofthe exchange, underwriters or Facebook to
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postpone trading beyond the 30-lIlillllte delay. The agency also is looking into
whether Facebook investors were told enough by Nasdaq amid the problems to
make informed buy tIIul sell decisions.
"Every minute of that morning will be dissected" by rcgulators, said one person
close to the SEC's inquiry. Officials plan to sift through calls and emai ls among
Mr. Greife ld and other Nasdaq executives.

More broadly, some SEC officials have questioned privately whether th e
breakdown is tied to the translormation 0/ U.S. exchanges over the past decade
into profit-focused publicly tradell companiesIrom private, m ember-owlled
organizations.
t07 .

Similarly, on June 21, 2012, The New York Times noted that the SEC is

"examining whether NASDAQ/ailed to properly test its trading systems, which broke dOWII
during the I.P.O., and whether the exchange violated rules when it rewrote computer code to
jump-start trading." The New York Times article further states:
Nasdaq's lack of communication - and at times, lack of contrition - aggravated
the situatio n, according to documents and executives, bankers and regulators. On
a May 31 call with the chairwoman of the S.E.C., Mary L. Schapiro, and other
officials, Nasdaq's chief executive expressed confusion about the S.E.C.'s
aggressive approach.

•

•

•

The S.E.C. is examining why Nasdaq lacked an action plan for navigating such a
crisis, including plans to abort the 1.1'.0., and whether it failed to follow federal
guideli nes in running system tests ....
Ultimately, Nasdaq overrode the system manually, switchi ng to a backup server.
That move, too, has drawn scrutiny. Exchanges must follow their own strict
trading procedures. In this case, Nasdaq changed its procedure on the fly without
amending its rules.
108.

The June 2 1, 20 12 New York Times article also highlights how NASDAQ's

technical problems caused Facebook's stock to decline in valuc, wiping out bi llions of doll ars in
market value:
Shares started trading at 11 :30 a.m., sending brief applause through Morgan
Stanley'S trading fl oor. The Facebook team, which had been hoping fo r a 5 to 10
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percent jump from the offering price of$38, was relieved when it rose. The team
headed to Teterboro Airport to fly back to California.
Then at I :50 p.m., a second wave of confusion ripped through Wall Street.
Traders saw an unexpected sell order of roughly 11 million shares. Some
wondered whether a big hedge fund had dumped shares. Investors, on the fence
about buying, backed off. Others sold. Within minutes, Facebook slipped $2, to
roughly $40.
There was no mystery hedge fund seller. As Nasdaq started processing trades
backed up in the system, those shares were dumped on the market, according to
people with knowledge of the matter. About the same time, some Facebook
shares that had ended up in an account at Nasdaq were also sold without warning.
The move may have violated Nasdaq's own rules, which do not explicitly allow
the exchange to take a position in the shares ofan LP.O., according to one of the
people.
109.

Not only are the SEC and the U.S. Senate conducting investigations into

NASDAQ ' s woeful handling of Facebook's IPO, but Facebook itself is blaming NASDAQ for
its trading problems, which caused Facebook's stock price to plummet after the Offering. On
June 14, 2012, Facebook filed a motion with the United States Judicial Panel on Multidistrict
Litigation, seeking to transfer and consolidate all lawsuits against Facebook, certain
underwriters, and NASDAQ to the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York arising out of the Offering. In its motion papers, Facebook blames NASDAQ for its
trading problems, noting that trading was delayed "as a result of problems with Nasdaq' s
software systems, which impaired the orderly executions of trades and price levels." Citing
several media reports, the motion goes on to say that these disruptions created a chaotic
environment that prompted many investors to sell.
110.

On June 25, 2012, The Wall Streel.!ournal reported that, given NASDAQ ' s

admitted failure to ensure that its systems could properly process orders in connection with
Facebook' s [PO, NASDAQ ' s CEO, Greifeld, finally admitted that "' arrogance' and

'overconfidence' among Nasdaq staffers contributed to problems with Facebook Inc.'s initial
45
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public offering last month.... Nasdaq was lI"prepared/or increasing "umbers o/canceled

orders in the hours leading up to Facebook's debut." The article fu rther quotes Greifeld who
explained that NASDAQ's inadequate testing before Facebook's IPO "dilln't accOlmt/or the

increasing voillme at which cllnce/latiolls call come ill ." Moreover, Greifeld admitted that
"Nasdaq executives relied too heavily on assurances from the exchange' S technology group" and
that " [t/here was 1I0t enollgh ofa check and balance. ... We did not have enough business

jmlgmellt ill the process."

III.

Approximately six weeks after NASDAQ botched the Facebook IPO, NASDAQ's

reputation remained in turmoil. As The New York Times reported on July 1, 2012:
For years, the exchange, considered friendl y to start-ups, was the preferred place
for up-and-coming technology companies. Now, Nasdaq is trying to salvage its
reputation with Facebook and the rest of Silicon Valley while also fe nding off the
advances of its archrival, the New York Stock Exchange, which has ramped up
efforts in the industry.

"Nasdaq will be wearing that albatross for qllite a while," said Lise Buyer,
founder of Class V Group. an advisory finn for initial public offerings. "The
errors associated with Facebook's I.P.O. will now be part of Nasdaq's
conversations. "

•

•

•

Facebook is upset about Nasdaq's lack of communication, accord ing to people
close to the company. Executives were left out of important decisions like
whether the stock shou ld begin trading at all given the crush of early issues. Once
trading did begin on May 18, Nasdaq did not contact Facebook's chief financial
officer, David Ebersman, who was the main point person for the l.P.O.
Executives at the social network have also grown frustrated by the technology
problems. Many order confinnations were delayed. These were eventually
released hours later, along with stock that ended up in a separate Nasdaq account.
But the unexpected flood of shares looked like a giant order of roughly II million
shares, weighing on the stock, according people with knowledge of the matter.
Facebook executives believe Nasdaq added to the woes the next week. Before the
second trading day, Nasdaq alerted traders to file claims by noon if they wanted
financial "accommodations" fo r the I.P.O. Exec utives believe the notice
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encouraged investors to dump shares to prove a loss on Facebook, prompting the
stock to fa ll more than $4 in the fi rst hour of trading that day.
Perhaps most disconcerting was Nasdaq's conference call with reporters on
Sunday, just days after the I.P.O. On the call , Mr. Greifeld, Nasdaq's chief,
assured the press that Nasdaq's errors had not affected the stock's performance.
" It would lead a reasonable person to conclude that it didn' t have an impact on the
stock price," he said.

Tile statement was tantamoullt to an act ofbetrayal, accoflling to tllose close to
Facehook. Dllce agaill, the Facebook team was baffled. Wily (lidll't tlte
exchange warn them ahout Mr. Greifeltl's comments? [llcellsed, a Facehook
executive told Mr. Greifeld, " You don't ullderstalld the hole you're in. "
11 2.

As demonstrated herein, it was only after the Class Period ended that Defendants

admitted that NASDAQ fa iled to execute trade orders promptly, accurately, and efficiently and
did not maintain an orderly trading market in connection with Facebook's IPO. While
Defendants accepted fault for NASDAQ's technical problems, they failed to disclose this known
information to Class Members prior to and during the Class period which caused them, including
the named Plaintiffs herein, substantial losses.

VIII. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
113 .

Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civi l

Procedure 23(a) and 23(b)(3) on behalfofthemsclves and all other persons and entities that
purchased andlor sold on the open market the common stock of Facebook on May 18, 20 12, the
first day of trading in connection with Faccbook's IPO, and who suffe red monetary losses as a
result of Defendants' reckless conduct as detailed herein. Included in this Class arc all
individuals, persons and entiti es that placed buy, sell or cance llation orders with respect to
Facebook common stock on the NASDAQ stock exchange on May 18,20 12 whose orders were
not promptly, timely, correctly and efficiently processed, and were delayed, or otherwise were
adversely affected by the events described herein, and who suffered monetary losses thereby.
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114.

The members of the Class arc so numerous that joinder of all members is

impracticable. According to CNN, approximately 567 million shares of Facebook common
stock were traded on the day of its IPO. Some reports indicate that at least 30 million (if not
more) Facebook shares were affected by NASDAQ's failure to properly address known technical
problems prior to commencing trading in Facebook's stock. Upon information and belief, there
are thousands of Class Members.
115.

Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent and protect the interests of the

members of the Class. Plaintiffs have retained competent counsel experienced in class action
and securities litigation.
116.

Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the clai ms of the other members of the Class and

Plaintiffs do not have any interests antagoni stic to, or in conflict with, the Class.
117.

A class action is superior to other avai lable methods for the fair and efficient

adj udication of this controversy. Since the damages suffered by individual Class Members
may be relatively small, the expense and burden of individual litigation make it virtually
impossible for the Class Members to seek redress for NAS DAQ's wrongful conduct absent a
class action. Plaintiffs know of no difficulty that will be encountered in the management of
thi s litigation that would preclude its maintenance as a class action.
118.

Common questions of law and fact exist as to all members of the Class and

predominate over any questions affecting solely individual members of the Class. Among
the questions of law and fact common to the C lass are:
(a)

whether the federal securities laws were viol ated by Defendants' acts as alleged

here in;
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(b)

whether statements made by Defendants to the investing public before and during

the Class Period misrepresented and/or omitted material facts and whether Defendants had a duty
to correct andlor update such statements;
(c)

whether Defendants omitted material facts concerning its technology and

trading platforms during the C lass Period; and
(d)

whether the Class Members have sustained damages and, ifso, the proper

measure of such damages.

IX.

CAUSE OF ACTION
COUNT I: Violation Of § lO(b) Of The Exchan ge Act And
Rule lOb-5 Promulgated Thereunder
119.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and reallege a ll preceding paragraphs as fu lly

set forth herein.
120.

This Count is brought by Plaintiffs collectively and on behalf of the proposed

Class under Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act and SEC Rule IOb-S against all Defendants.
121.

During the Class Period, Defendants carried out a plan, scheme, and course of

conduct which was intended to and, throughout the Class Period, did: (i) deceive the investing
pub lic, incl uding Plaintiff and other Class Members, as alleged herein; and (ii) cause Plaintiffs
and other members of the Class to purchase andlor sell Facebook common stock without any
knowledge of NASDAQ's technical and computer related problems in executing trade orders. In
furtherance of this unlawful scheme, plan, and course of conduct, Defendants, collectively and
individually, took the actions set forth herein.
122.

During the Class Period, Defendants named in this Count: (i) employed devices,

schemes, and artifices to defraud; (ii) omitted material facts necessary to make the statements
made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; andlor (iii)
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engaged in acts, practices, and a course of business which operated as a fraud and deceit upon
Class Members in violation of Section lOeb) of the Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 promulgated
thereunder.
123.

In addition to the duties of full disclosure imposed on Defendants as a result of

Defendants making affirmative statements and reports, or participation in the making of
affinnative statements and reports to the investing public, Defendants had a duty to promptly
disseminate truthful information that would be material to investors in compliance with the
integrated disclosure provisions of the SEC, including accurate and truthful information with
respect to the Company operations, technologies and trading platfonns.
124.

Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and indirectly, by the use, means,

or instrumentalities of interstate commerce andlor of the mails, engaged and participated in a
continuous course of conduct of making affinnativc statements and then failing to disclose
material facts necessary to make those statements, in light of the circumstances under which they
were made, not misleading.
125.

Specifically, Defendants named in this Count made material false and misleading

statements and omissions of material fact and failed to update andlor correct prior statements
concerning NASDAQ's purported reliability, speed, and capability of its technology and trading
piatfonns in the weeks leading up to Facebook's IPQ and during the Class Period when
Defendants knew that its systems would likely be unable to properly facilitate the record
breaking IPO trading volume in connection with Facebook's Offering. Defendants also omitted
to state material facts necessary to make statements made not misleading in connection with
NASDAQ's technology and trading platfonns during the Class Period in violation of Section
\O(b) oFthe Exchange Act and SEC Rule 10b-S . In this regard, Defendants knowingly or
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recklessly fail ed to disclose to Plaintiffs and other Class Members that NASDAQ was
experiencing significant technical and computer related problems in connection with Facebook's
IPO, as alleged more fully above. By relying, directly or indirectly, on the absence of material
adverse information omitted by Defendants, Plaintiffs and other Class Members purchased
Facebook common stock during the Class Period and were damaged thereby due to NASDAQ's
material omissions.
126.

Defendants named in this Count acted with scienter in that they each had actual

knowledge of the material misstatements and omissions of material fact set forth herein, andlor
acted with reckless di sregard for the truth in that they failed to ascertain and to disclose such
facts. even though such facts were available to them. Such Defendants' material misstatements
and omissions were done knowingly andlor recklessly and for the purpose and effect of, among
other things, concealing NASDAQ's technical and computer related problems to push forward
the largest IPO in the history of the exchange. As demonstrated by the Defendants' material
omissions throughout the Class Period, Defendants, if they did not have actual knowledge of the
material omissions alleged, were reckless in failing to obtain such knowledge by deliberately
refraining from taking those stcps necessary to discover whether the statements made omitted
material facts.
127.

At the time of said material omissions, Plaintiffs and other Class Members were

ignorant of the facts available to Defendants. Had Plaintiffs and other Class Members known the
truth concerning NASDAQ's technical and computer related problems, they would have not
have placed orders to buy Facebook common stock with NASDAQ.
128.

By reason of the foregoing, and as a direct and proximate result of Defendants'

wrongful conduct, Defendants named in this Count violated Section lOeb) of the Exchange Act
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and SEC Rule IOb·5 and are liable to Plaintiffs and Class Members for damages they suffered in
connection with their purchases of Faeebook common stock during the Class Period.

x.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WH EREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all others Class Members, pray

for relief and judgment as follows:
(a)

Determining that this action is a proper class act ion pursuant to Rule 23(a) and

(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and appointing Plaintiffs as Lead Plaintiffs and
thei r counsel as Lead Counsel pursuant to Rule 23(g) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;
(b)

Awarding compensatory damages in favor of Plaintiff and the other Class

Members against all Defendants, jointly and severally, for all damages sustained as a result of
Defendants' wrongdoing, in an amount to be determined at trial , including interest thereon;
(c)

Awarding Plaintiff and the Class their reasonable costs and expenses incurred in

this action, including a reasonable allowance of fees for Plaintiffs attorneys and experts; and
(e)

Awarding Plaintiff and the other Class Members such other and further reliefas

the Court may deem just and proper.
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VIJI. JURY TRlAL DEMANDED

Plaintiff demands a jury trial on all issues so triable.
Dated: August 3, 20 12

Respectfully SSJillmrima.:;

An

e, Esq.

Vincent R. Cappucci, Esq.
Robert N. Cappucci, Esq.
Jordan A. Cortez, Esq.
Marc X. LoPresti, Esq. (Of Counsel)
ENTWISTLE & CAPPUCCI LLP
280 Park Avenue, 26th Floor West
New York, NY 100l7
Phonc: (212) 894-7200
Facsimile: (212) 894-7272
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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EXHIBIT A
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NASDAq DMX®INVESTOR DAY 105.10.2012

Analyst Day Agenda

I

I

II

8:30  9:10

Technology

Anna Ewing

9:10 - 9:40

Global Index Group

John Jacobs

9:40 -10:10

Data Products

Brian Hyndman

10:10 -10:30

I Break

10:30 -11:10

I Listing Services

11 :10 -11 :50

NASDAq aMX'"

I Nordic Transaction
Services

I Bruce Aust
I Hans-Ole Jochumsen

11:50 -12:30

Transactions U.S.

Eric Noll

12:30  12:50

Financial Review

Lee Shavel

12:50 -1 :00

Wrap up

Bob Greifeld
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TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGY
IS IN OUR DNA
~~

Our business success is built from
our technology exceUence.

C!:~

cB o

a
~

No trading platform on the planet is
faster or more scalable.
Our technology can help trade and
clear any and every financial
instrument on the planet.
World's largest exchange
technology provider with over 20
years experience.
We have unique capabilities
unmatched by any exchange in
the world.

NASDAqDMX'
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TECHNOLOGY: CATALYST FOR GROWTH
Our customer
base includes

1-0

over
exchanges,
clearing house§,"'and
depositories
in over

50

countries

NASDAq QMX<
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MARKET TECHNOLOGY
SUMMARY

REVENUE (USM$)

NASDAQ OMX Market Technology is
the world's leading technology
solutions provider and partner to
exchanges, clearing organizations,
central securities depositories,
regulators and brokers globally.
Acquired with OMX in 2008.2011
revenue $183 million (11% of total),
CAGR 14% - Exiting 2012 at 25%
margin.
• Licenses, support and facility management:
Annual fees from large, long term contracts
(usually 5 years).
• Delivery projects: System installation
projects revenue recognized over (support)
contract period.
• Change requests, advisory and broker
surveillance: Client fees of non-recurring
nature and subscription fees.
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• Licenses, support and facility management
• Delivery projects
• Change requests, advisory and broker surveillance

Includes SMARTS. leading technology provider of surveillance
solutions.Acquired in August 2010.

NASDAq OMX'"
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Note: In 2010,revenue categorization policies were changed.

2011

MARKET TECHNOLOGY GROWING IN
SCOPE, REACH AND REVENUE
Our customer
base includes

over 7:0
exchanges~
EO
-

cle.sringhouses, and
depositories

inover5Q
countries

NASDAq aMX"
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GLOBAL DATA PRODUCTS
OVERVIEW

Delivers innovative products
and services that provide
transparency to institutional,
retail and individual investors
Products include real-time
data feeds, web-based
reports and plug-and-play
technology for instant access
to market information

U.S. Tape Plans - U,S. equity bid/offer and last sale data revenues
shared with other exchanges, pursuant to consolidated tape plans
U.S. Proprietary Market Data Products - U.S. proprietary products
that provide depth and transparency

European Proprietary Market Data Products - European market data
products that provide depth and transparency

HISTORICAL REVENUES
(in Millions)
$400
$330
$300

$333

$325

- - --- - 1

!
! -

2011 revenues - $333 million
20%of total NASDAQ OMX
revenues
: 4-Year CAGR of 9%
I

$200

$100

$0
2007

2008

U.s. Data
NASDAq aMX'
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2009
- European Data

2010
- Tape Plans

2011

GLOBAL DATA PRODUCTS
OPERATING LANDSCAPE
Continued focus on latency
Data Products &Services:
•Low latency Direct Feeds
•Ticker plants I Data Feeds

Significant increase in automated systems vs. traditional
market data terminals (non-Displayed vs. Displayed)
Demand for different data points and news sources

•Enterprise platform
•Distribution (Networks)
•Display terminals

Budget constraints on users
Cloud developments
Growth in demand for global data expected
Industry is focused on expense reduction solutions

NASDAq aMX·
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GLOBAL LISTING SERVICES

U.S. Listings & European Listings

A SINGLE SOURCE FOR HELPING
COMPANIES DRIVE GROWTH AND
INCREASE EFFICIENCIES

U.S. & EUROPEAN LISTINGS

Where the ideas of tomorrow find capital
today
• U.S. - The NASDAQ Stock Market
• Nordic Markets - 5 markets
• Baltic Markets - 3 markets
c
First North - 7 markets

Corporate Solutions

CORPORATE SOLUTIONS

Technology driving collaboration,
communication and efficiencies for
today's public and private companies
• Investor Intelligence
• Communications and Marketing
Governance, Risk and Compliance

NASDAq QMXO 43

SENDSAN

AVERAGE OF OVER

600

RELEASES AWEEK

NEW LISTINGS

NASDAQ OMX Total New Listings

NASDAQ IPO Win Rate

(# of Companies)

(rate %)

2011

Companies choose to list on NASDAQ due
to our superior value proposition:

93

Superior Trading
• Afully electronic market, linking all liquidity
providers to compete quickly, efficiently, and on
equal footing

Premier Index Inclusion
• Over 2,500 premier indexes including the
NASDAQ-100 Index

•

2007

2009

2008
Nordic/Baltic

Fully Integrated Corporate Solutions

2010

• Network and branding platforms for companies
to market and grow their businesses

Cost Effective Listing Fee Structure
• An environment to get more value out of the
listing

- NASDAQ

1 IPOs

exclude REITS, Spin-Offs, Best
Efforts and SPACs
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Other U.S. Exchanges

2011

• Technology to help companies to be more
efficient and collaborative

Exceptional Branding and Marketing Assets

NASDAQ
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NASDAQ:THE HOME FOR
TECHNOLOGY

Technology Subsector Venue Break,down

Total Technology Venue Breakdown

~Totail

Our history as the exchange that
revolutionized the markets.through
technology continues to attract like-minded
companies

Communications Equipment

107

Semiconductors

163

Software

153

Internet

128

Computers & Peripherals
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IT_'S
i

Instruments & Components

With technology at our core, we continue to
be the natural home for technology
companies

Diversified Telecom

Wireless Telecom
Office Electronics

• NASDAQ is home to 683 (73%)
technology companies
• NASDAQ has captured 99 (62%)
technology IPOs since 2007

• NASDAQ

• Other U.S. Exchanges

IL

• NASDAQ
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~

Technology IPOs Win Rate Since 2007

• Other U.S. Exchanges

Technology Transfers Since 2007

I

•

NASDAQ

Other U.S. Exchanges

2 Number of Information Technology

j

•

Transfers to
NASDAQ

95
65
28
3

, Companies classified as Information Technology and Telecommunications

• Over $230 billion in market
capitalization has transferred to
NASDAQ from the Technology sector

NASDAq aMX"
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Transfers from
NASDAQ

and Telecommunications companies that have transferred to NASDAQ or from NASDAQ

_I

TRANSACTION
SERVICES US AND UK
STRATEGIC VISION

TH
MATCH.
AND
BEYON_.
NASDAq aMX'
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Employing efficient, security agnostic matching
technology to offer innovative trading experiences and
facilitate low cost trading

Leverage this technology and audience to provide
offerings and services that surround the match to
broker-dealers

TRANSACTION
SERVICES US AND UK
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

• Diversified, complementary suite
of products

US Equities: Matching and routing of cash equities and ETFs

• Proven businesses augmented
with value-added services

US Options and Futures: Trading of equity options, ETF options,
index options and foreign currency options as well as gold and
currency futures

Access Services and FTEN: Subscription-based technology products
giving large sophisticated traders access to our marketplaces: the
industry's gateway to the NASDAQ OMX match and beyond

NASDAq OMX"
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ACCESS SERVICES
The industry's gateway to the NASDAQ OMX match.••
and beyond

•

Co-Iocation -locating servers in our data centers
facilitating highest level of speed and lowest level of
latency for market professionals

"

Data Center Facilities - cost advantageous. flexible
and scalable without sacrificing performance or
reliability

250

•

Market Connectivity· Protocols I Ports (the fastest and
most desired order entry protocol to the match)

200

•

Membership Services · entitles a firm to access and
utilize the facilities of the Exchange such as the
NASDAQ OMX trading systems and other services.

•

FINRAINASDAQ Trade Repcrirg ~~ (lRFT~
facilitates post-execution steps of price and volume
reporting, comparison.and clearing of trades that occur
off the floor.

•

NASDAQ OMX Workstation - web-based r data-rich
quoting and trading application that helps firm's
manually facilitate market-making and order-entry
functions.

•

FTEN - Real Time, Multi-nodal MarketAccess and
Risk Management platform

REVENUE (USMS)

150

100
50

o
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2011 Revenue .. +29.0% YoY
~V'tw
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